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About This Game

There is a secret world hidden at the bottom of the forest: the magical kingdom of Brie where tiny humans live in harmony with
animals. When little Max is called home to he 5d3b920ae0
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A cute, heartwarming game. Puzzles are challenging but not impossible, lovely artwork and an enjoyable storyline. Pity the story
has some loose ends even after the bonus part.. I quite liked this one! It's not the greatest, but certainly better than other HOPAs
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I've played lately. The art is lovely and I like the whimsical fairytale setting. Voice acting is fine. The story isn't bad either
(although I like rats.). The puzzles are pretty easy, but not really more so compared to other HOPAs. There is an alternate mini
game offered if you're like me and don't really enjoy hidden object scenes. Achievements are easy to get 100%.. Nightmares
from the Deep: The Cursed Heart is from 2012 and has MUCH BETTER GRAPHIC than Tiny Tales from 2017(!) It's super
short and super easy. Maybe it's for younger audience? Maybe. Because there is basically no voice acting, story itself isn't very
interesting and puzzles aren't very complicated. It's just bam bam bam end of the game :/ Hidden Objects scenes had few
mistakes in Polish translation. I liked some mechanisms, like working on/fixing objects in your inventory. Few times I felt like I
was playing The Room series because of that. And I think it's the only pros. Thankfully I bought it on some sale, cuz full price
for this for sure is not worth it.. I very much enjoyed this game, which surprised me quite a lot. As it is a game clearly aimed at
kids (whom developers often dont take seriously) and developed by Brave Giant (a developer I have mixed feelings towards),
my expectations were pretty low. The colour palette is bright and clear, yet pleasant. The art is strait. The story is
straightforward and simple, but never boring. The game takes its player seriously, as children's entertainment ought to do. If I
had kids, I would be proud to let them play this. And like top-quality childrens entertainment through the ages, its enjoyable for
adults as well. I highly recommend this game.. dont let the childish look of the game fools you. it is a very neat game. pros. great
graphics good sound tracks good story cons. kinda short (2:30 hours for the main story and 25 mins for the bonus chapter) i
really recommend this game, but as most of the HOGs i only recommend you getting it on sale or from a bundle.. Well, its ok, I
guess? Definitely not worth full price. After 3h youre already done. No new Minigames and the HOGs are sometimes annoying:
"Search for a sphere shaped thing?- o look its a die!" Too linear back and forward.. Ouch! Ouch! Ouch Ouch! Ouch! Ouch!
Ouch Ouch! By far the worse Artifex Mundi game. I spent more time trying to balance across a 10 foot log than I did
completing the game. And then they made me do it again in the bonus stage. Most frustrating part of a game i've done in
awhile.. A clumsy and poorly put together HOG. The animation throughout is painful to watch.. Max is coming back to his
hometown in the forest following a call for help from his mother. As they need money, he participates in a tournament and find
himself trying to find out why it's so dry and who is behind the princess disappearance! Oh, did I mention you that Max belongs
to a human kind that is tiny. really tiny? Usually, Artifex Mundi is publishing games with a main character as a woman. But
Tiny Tales is an exception in that catalogue: for once, you're a male. Max isn't really an adventurer but finds himself on the path
of one. And while I love how that plot was done and that I enjoyed the twists, I must say that some of it wasn't really making
sense: how come Max's father managed to fall for that bad imitation of a goddess? How come he was like an hero at one
moment to become someone anonymous? As for Ellie, who is she really for Max? Apart trying to compete with him, nothing is
really said as apparently, in the bonus game, Ellie seems to be tied somehow to Max. However, while Tiny Tales has some
plotholes, the gameplay is quite enjoyable thanks to Max and his learning of magic, though it's weird to see that you're collecting
runes all around and that you can miss some (though you will not advance in the story if you don't find them). I also loved the
recurring joke with the rat bandit, which is tied to one of the magical spells. Hidden objects scenes are quite easy, as puzzles.
And well, you know the bases: find items, use them, combine them and become the champion of the kingdom of Brie in the
end. Just a little warning: as you're really tiny, you bet that a normal button becomes a giant thing in an hidden object scene, so,
get used to think bigger than you're used to with that kind of game. One of the strongest points of the games is the soundtrack. I
really loved it, very fitting for the story. The graphics are correct. Tiny Tales is a good addition for Artifex Mundi publishing
catalogue, however, Brave Giant has already made better games in terms of story. Anyway, you can go ahead with this one.
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